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In this important book, Ken Gelder offers a lively, progressive and comprehensive account of popular fiction
as a distinctive literary field. Drawing on a wide range of popular novelists, from Sir Walter Scott and Marie
Corelli to Ian Fleming, J. K. Rowling and Stephen King, his book describes for the first time how this field

works and what its unique features are. In addition, Gelder provides a critical history of three primary genres -
romance, crime fiction and science fiction - and looks at the role of bookshops, fanzines and prozines in the
distribution and evaluation of popular fiction. Finally, he examines five bestselling popular novelists in detail

- John Grisham, Michael Crichton, Anne Rice, Jackie Collins and J. R. R. Tolkien - to see how popular
fiction is used, discussed and identified in contemporary culture.

A number of major literary figures have written genre fiction. This is opposite from literary fiction which
tends to be more academic invites analyses and has a more narrow market among the scholarly.

Popular Fiction

Date Book Author January 5 Where the Crawdads Sing Delia Owens January 12 January 19. No matter what
fiction books you like best theres a hot new. Orphan Train by Christina Baker Kline 20. Popular literature
includes those writings intended for the masses and those that find favour with large audiences. It can be

distinguished from artistic literature in that it is designed primarily to entertain. Gore Vidal Homage to Daniel
Shays Collected Essays . FicFunthe fun of fiction is born for people who love fictions reading and creating.
popular fiction. The top prize is . Weve seen these lists before from Amazon to the Telegraph to Time. Shop
Christian fiction from top authors including new releases bestsellers and forthcoming titles from popular
Christian Fiction series and standalone novels. Popular fiction as opposed to literary fiction is typically

https://readerzone.in.net/books1?q=Popular Fiction


written for a commercial audience and its often written with a specific genre in mind. See full list on
setonhill.edu . It is often. It can be distinguished from artistic literature in that it is designed primarily to

entertain. Most Popular Fiction Books From The Past 100 Years 1920 Zane Grey The Man of the Forest 1921.
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